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Banking Competition Remedies enhances Incentivised Switching Scheme dowries to encourage
further switching
Banking Competition Remedies Limited (BCR) is today announcing details of enhanced dowries for
the lower four bands of the Incentivised Switching Scheme (ISS), and an increase in dowries for
loans. This comes having reviewed performance of the Scheme as a whole and discussed this with
RBS and ISS participants to which the majority of customers have switched since the Scheme started.
Since inception, the number of SME switchers from ISS accounts for approximately 47% of all SME
and charity switchers between March to December 2019. While acknowledging the success to date,
BCR recognises that more needs to be done to get closer to the Scheme target of 120,000. It was to
this end that BCR introduced a temporary uplift in Bands 1 and 2 for two months between 29
November 2019 and 31st January 2020 which proved successful.
The key elements of the enhanced scheme are:
Turnover Band

Existing Dowry

New Dowry

1 (< £15000)

£750

£1250

2 (£15k - £100k)

£1000

£1500

3 (<£100k -£500k)

£3000

£4000

4 (<£500k - £1m)

£3000

£4000

Loans (based on transferring balance)

2.5%

3.5%

The changes to the new dowry will take effect from 25th March and will be backdated to the
beginning of the Scheme to ensure that early switchers, that have kept their account open at their
new bank, do not see themselves as disadvantaged.
Godfrey Cromwell, Chair of BCR commented:
“The number of switches has doubled since ISS began, representing a significant increase in
switching rates for the SME sector. This decision is based on analysis of the first year of operation of
the whole Scheme and the success of the temporary increase in dowry for Bands 1 and 2.
Simultaneously increasing the loan dowry is also intended to incentivise relevant business current
account customers considering switching to make the move.”
For further information about ISS and how the scheme works can be found here.
-Ends-

Notes to editors
Banking Competition Remedies Ltd (BCR) is the independent body established to implement the £775
million Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) State Aid Alternative Remedies Package. BCR is independent from
RBS and the UK Government. It is governed by an independent board of directors.
The purpose of the Incentivised Switching Scheme is to provide funding of up to a maximum total of
£275 million to SME customers of the business previously described as Williams & Glyn, to switch their
business current accounts and loans to ‘challenger’ institutions. A further maximum sum of £75m has
been set aside within RBS to cover certain customers’ switching costs.
The following organisations have been accepted onto the Incentivised Switching Scheme:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Arbuthnot Latham & Co Ltd
Clydesdale Bank plc
Co-operative Bank plc
Hampden & Co.
Habib Bank Zurich Plc
Metro Bank plc
Monzo bank Ltd*
Santander UK plc
Starling Bank Ltd
Svenska Handelsbanken AB
TSB Bank plc
Nationwide Building Society

*Not yet signed ISS Agreement
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